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ABSTRACT
Example-based modeling is an active line of research within the computer graphics community. With this work
we propose a re-targeting scheme for polygonal domains containing a layout composed of discrete elements. Re-
targeting such domains is typically achieved employing a deformation to the initial domain. The goal of our
approach is it to compute a novel layout within the deformed domain re-using the discrete elements from the initial
layout. We show that the deformed interior of the initial domain can guide the layout algorithm that places the
discrete elements. We evaluate our algorithm by re-targeting several challenging city blocks and the results confirm
that generated layouts are visually similar to the original ones.
Keywords
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1 INTRODUCTION
The automatic generation of high quality content is an
important research topic in computer graphics. Espe-
cially with the emergence of a large variety of publicly
available content repositories and community mapping
services, modeling by example has increasingly be-
come an active line of research in recent years. This
simple and efficient modeling metaphor allows gener-
ating novel content either from a single exemplar (e.g.
a small texture patch) or by first analyzing a larger set of
input data (e.g. a model collection) to ‘learn’ structural
information, and use the learned knowledge to guide
automatic content generation algorithms in a second
step.
With the work at hand we contribute a simple but ef-
ficient modeling metaphor for re-synthesizing existing
layouts that contain sets of discrete element arrange-
ments. Examples for this type of layouts are city blocks
(Figure 1a), where building footprints and/or commu-
nity places serve as discrete atomic elements that are
primarily arranged along road segments. Other typical
examples are floor plans composed by various types of
connected discrete rooms (Figure 1b), interior rooms
filled with discrete furniture instances or other types of
objects composed of atomic substructures.
Modeling such content from scratch is a tedious task
and typically much effort is invested to achieve high
quality results. When existing content shall be re-used
it shall be ‘bended’ or re-structured in a way to fit new
demands. However, re-targeting and editing such struc-
tures usually involves continuous deformations to the
initial layout, thus distorting the original arrangements
(a) City block with discrete
building footprints.
(b) Office floor plan with
discrete room instances.
Figure 1: Real world examples of domains with discrete
element arrangements. Both examples are taken from
OpenStreetMap.
and even their discrete elements. Instead of deforming
and repairing distortions, our goal is to re-synthesize
a plausible layout that resembles style of the original
layout locally and even globally using discrete atomic
building blocks. Our key insight for synthesizing such
a new layout that mimics the style of the original one
is to feed the synthesis technique with a guidance map,
that encodes the style present in the initial layout. Such
a guidance map can be retrieved from a modification of
the initial domain, such as the appliance of a continuous
deformation to the initial layout elements. Using this
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guidance has two major advantages: First, it allows our
synthesis technique to resemble the global style of ini-
tial layout and it even allows introducing discrete copies
of the original elements to maximize the layout compli-
ance, i.e. the local style. Second, it guides the algorithm
during the exploration of the layout space and allows
for efficient pruning this typically large search space.
The main contributions of our work are in particular:
• We present a simple but efficient labeling algorithm
for re-targeting polygonal structures incorporating
a content-aware continuous guidance map for re-
synthesizing arrangements groups.
• We show that the usage of such a guidance map
transfers the style of the initial layout to the synthe-
sized one globally and even locally.
• We present an in-depth evaluation on a large set
complex layouts and structures containing a varying
number of discrete element arrangements, namely
urban city blocks.
2 RELATED WORK
City Block Synthesis: An important sub-step in urban
modeling is computing interior layouts for city blocks
or to be more specific generate parcels to provide space
for additional urban sub-structures: buildings or parks.
Usually these parcels are generated procedurally, by ap-
plying various techniques. In Parish and Müller [14],
space for buildings is distributed, employing a subdivi-
sion scheme on the oriented bounding box of the city
block outline. Aliaga et al. [1] compute a voronoi
subdivision from perturbed points sampled along the
principal direction of the city blocks’ oriented bound-
ing box. Vanegas et al. [16] generalize parcel gen-
eration, by introducing an adapted subdivision scheme
on the oriented bounding box of the city block. Their
second approach smartly merges regions resulting from
the medial-axis to subdivide the city block into larger
regions. These are then tessellated along the adjacent
street edges.
In Yang et al. [18] an initial parcel layout is selected
from a set of manually prepared template patterns. To
achieve a tight packing of the city block, the template
pattern is expanded in discrete steps and the final par-
cel layout is computed by a sophisticated warping ap-
proach. In contrast to these procedural approaches, our
goal is to synthesize a new layout that resembles the
style of an existing one. In terms of urban modeling,
we want to compute a city block layout, that resem-
bles the style of a real world city block e.g. taken from
OpenStreetMap.
Model Re-targeting: Re-synthesis of novel 3D models
from small pieces of exiting exemplars was early
studied by Merrel et al. [8]. They use adjacency rules
to guide their model synthesis technique to preserve the
local look/style. They generalized their method, incor-
porating local object self-similarity and non-uniform
grids in [9, 10]. The analysis of self-similarities to
derive construction rules as context-free grammar that
captures the larger object structure was introduced
in [2]. In cases where the global structure of one or
multiple methods is present e.g. provided as scene
graph, conforming grammars can be ‘learned’, being
able to reproduce mixtures of exemplar models as
demonstrated by Talton et al. [15].
Apart from grammar based methods Lin et al. [6] sug-
gest to re-target architectural models with dominating
irregular structures. They manually annotate and con-
struct an axis aligned bounding box hierarchy, used to
automatically extract dominant/longest sequences. The
model is then iteratively modified by repeating or scal-
ing the geometry located inside the bounding boxes
along these sequences. Very recently Wu et al. [17]
presented a promising approach for interactive model
re-targeting. They derive a set of principal re-targeting
directions from descriptors measuring self-similarities.
The model is replicated inside a 3D grid, and a multi-
label graph cut optimization technique is used to com-
pute the re-targeted result. Our approach in contrast
does not rely on computation of self-similarities. It
mainly relies on the existence of a guidance map, that
captures the style present in the original layout in a
higher level.
Orthogonal to our approach are discrete element layout
algorithms that use stochastic optimization techniques,
e.g. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). These meth-
ods learn object relations from a set of examples [21],
are feed with well-known design guidelines [11], or use
object relations encoded in factor graphs [20, 19] in or-
der to synthesize novel element layouts. However, this
kind of algorithms rely on carefully designed probabil-
ity distributions and typically are computationally ex-
pensive. Thus, they are usually not suited for interactive
exploration of the solution space.
3 DOMAIN ANALYSIS
Herein we now explain our approach for re-targeting
existing content. First, we briefly explain preliminaries
to understand the basic data types. Second, we give a
definition of the problem we want to solve. A mathe-
matical formulation to tackle the problem is then intro-
duced in Section 4.
3.1 Preliminaries
A large variety of real-world structures can be ab-
stracted as a set of polygons enveloped by a closed
boundary. Typical examples for such real-world
structures are building footprints located inside a city
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Figure 2: Abstraction of a complex scene as 2D do-
main D with a set of discrete elements. The domain
is enveloped by a boundary B split into subregions Si,
each assigned with a set of discrete elements.
block or rooms located in a floor plan (Figure 1). We
define P = {P1, . . . ,Pn} as the set of n polygons,
each representing a 2D outline of discrete elements,
placed within a complex scene. Each of them may
carry a set of application specific annotations. These
elements located in a scene are typically enveloped by
a closed curve denoting the boundary B ∈ R2 of the
scene. The area enclosed by B represents the scene
itself and is a planar domain D ∈ R2. Inside this area,
we expect that the elements are arranged into a set of m
groups G = {G1, . . . ,Gm}, each containing a subset of
the discrete elements (Figure 2). However, the initial
layout does not necessarily have to be a tightly packed
layout, i.e. elements placed directly next to each other,
there may be empty space in between the discrete
elements
3.2 Detecting Arrangement Groups
Before we state the problem definition, we first need to
analyze the atomic entities and merge them into a set of
arrangement groups G. In our setting we expect that the
discrete elements are located within an application spe-
cific distance near the boundary B. This curve might be
further split into a set of boundary segments, separating
the curve into l smaller entities B = {S1, . . . ,Sl}. The
segments S j ∈ B typically represent a road segment of
a city block or a wall inside a room. In order to merge
the elements into groups they need to be assigned to the
segments S j along the boundary B. In order to decide
which element is assigned to a certain group we deter-
mine the Hausdorff distance h(Pi,S j)∀S j ∈ B between
the outline of the discrete element Pi and the boundary
segments S j ∈ B. In case h(Pi,S j) ≤ τ falls below an
application specific threshold (τ = 25.0 meters in our
city block application), the discrete element instance is
assigned to that certain arrangement group G j that cor-
responds to a boundary segment S j. It typically hap-
pens that a few elements will be assigned to multiple
boundary segments, this is an indicator that the element
is located at the end of an arrangement group and might
need special, application specific, treatment (Figure 2).
Most of the elements are typically assigned to at least
one boundary segment S j. The count of assignments of
a discrete element Pi to different S j is used to deduce
three behavioral attributes, i.e. the element type, for the
element instances:
• fixed (F): elements with two or more assignments,
are not allowed to be repeated.
• repeatable (R): elements with a single assignment,
allowed to be placed multiple times.
• empty space (E): element that serves as fill region,
preferably placed in regions, where no discrete ele-
ments covers the space within the group G j. Note:
that element type is a virtually generated element in-
stance and is automatically assigned to each group.
In our examples we used a rectangular domain with
a fixed dimension w× d with w = 1.0 meter and d
being the average depths of the discrete elements as-
signed to a G j.
3.3 Problem definition
Re-targeting existing models can be achieved by ap-
plying various operations to the initial object or do-
main. Our notion of re-targeting is to apply a de-
formation to the boundary B or one of its segments
S j. This implies, that the interior of the initial do-
main is affected by the deformation by applying a map
φ : Din → Dd , where Din denotes the initial scene do-
main that shall be re-targeted and Dd denotes the de-
formed domain. Computing such mappings is well re-
searched and can be achieved by employing different
techniques e.g. the well known Mean Value Coordi-
nates [4] or (quasi)-conformal mappings [7]. In the
work at hand we used Mean Value Coordinates to re-
alize the mapping Din → Dd . When φ is directly ap-
plied to the discrete elements and their corresponding
geometry located within the scene, visually unappeal-
ing artifacts might be the consequence i.e. the elements
get distorted and unnaturally stretched/warped. Typi-
cally, such effects might be reduced by applying smart
deformation techniques, however, this claims for addi-
tional knowledge about the objects’ structure, which is
not the scope of this work.
Another possibility to reduce deformation artifacts is
treating the object as a single point, represented by its
centroid. This might avoid object deformations, how-
ever, will usually lead to different kinds of artifacts such
as overlaps, penetration or getting objects dissolved
from their initial grouping. In order to circumvent such
artifacts described above our major goal is to re-use the
undeformed building blocks of the initial scene layout
and compute a novel layout which preserves the style
of the initial layout. In order to compute a novel lay-
out that mimics the style of the original one we utilize a
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Figure 3: Illustration of our re-targeting concept: As
preprocessing step a domain is analyzed and its discrete
elements are assigned to arrangement groups (left).
When interactively editing the domain, deformations
are applied to the boundary. The interior of the domain
is deformed and serves as prior to our iterative synthe-
sis technique, that computes a novel layout guided by
the deformed discrete elements.
guidance map. The guidance map is a set of deformed
discrete elementsP ′. It results from applying the map
φ to the interior, i.e. the discrete elements P of the
initial domain φ :P→P ′. Although the elements are
deformed the overall deformed layout still mimics the
style of the initial layout. Therefore, we utilize P ′ to
guide the algorithm in order to compute a novel layout.
4 RE-TARGETING ARRANGEMENTS
Herein, we present our solution for re-targeting do-
mains that preserves the layout style of the initial do-
main. Before we present a mathematical formulation
to tackle the problem, we comprehensible explain our
notions of style that can be preserved by our algorithm.
The notion of style covers a wide range of attributes,
therefore, we focus on the following three properties in
the work at hand:
1. element groupings present in the initial domain shall
be preserved,
2. elements prefer to be located at similar relative po-
sitions, and
3. elements prefer their initial neighborhood.
In our setting, the term neighborhood does not express
the local similarity of geometric attributes. Our goal is
that we simply want to preserve the local element order-
ing found in the initial domain. Up to now we have dis-
cussed the input data and its segmentation into a set of
discrete elements and their grouping into arrangement
groups G j. From now on, we focus on formulating the
re-targeting problem as an optimization problem which
can be solved efficiently, thus allowing to interactively
explore solutions for different domain deformations.
4.1 Problem formulation
Re-targeting of arrangement groups: The key idea
for re-synthesizing a deformed domain is the formula-
tion as labeling problem. This type of problem formu-
lations are well studied in the computer vision commu-
nity and several efficient solution techniques exist [3].
While the formulation of a labeling problem is typically
done for 2D problems e.g. image segmentation, we ex-
ploit the sub-structures found in our problem setting,
namely the linear element arrangement groups. This al-
lows us to solve the layout problem employing efficient
algorithms. These considerations result in the following
equation to be minimized:
L( f1, . . . , fN) =
N
∑
k=1
O( fk)+
N−1
∑
k=1
δ ( fk, fk+1) (1)
The fk’s are representations of discrete elements that
might get placed at different discrete positions located
within the parameter domain of the boundary segments
S j. Thus, a fk = (Pi,m,d) is a tuple that consists of a
reference to a discrete element Pi, its current discrete
position m and d being the length of Pi projected onto
the boundary segment S j. In our setting the d’s are
rounded to be a multiple of 1.0 meter. The energy we
want to minimize in order to find an optimal sequence
of discrete elements is given in Equation 1. This en-
ergy is composed of two terms, that can be mapped to
our notion of style preservation outlined above. The
data term O( fk) measures the cost for assigning an el-
ement fk to a specific location m. Thus, it penalizes
elements that will be placed at positions, where they do
not overlap with their corresponding distorted instance
P
′
i within the guidance map. From a different view it
can also be seen as prior term pulling the undeformed
elements towards the position, where the deformed in-
stance of the particular discrete element is located. We
designed O( fk) to be the area difference between the
undeformed element Pi and the area of the intersection
of both undeformed Pi and deformed P
′
i defined as fol-
lows:
O( fk) = A(Pi)−A(Pi∩P′i )
Thus O( fk) penalizes space not covered between its
discrete element Pi and its corresponding deformed P
′
i .
Further it depends on the current location m, where fk
might be positioned inside the result sequence and it
changes every time the domain is modified. The tran-
sition between two consecutive discrete elements is pe-
nalized by δ ( fk, fk+1) that is defined as follows
δ ( fk, fk+1) =

α if fk ∈ E ∧ fk+1 ∈ E
(1−α) if fk = fk+1
0 if fk 6= fk+1
This function encourages omitting two identical dis-
crete elements Pi getting placed next to each other and
instead prefers different instances. In order to achieve
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continuous empty space regions in case if present, we
penalize two consecutive empty space elements less se-
vere, than two identical Pi. In our examples we used
α = 0.05. As described in Section 3.2 we exploit that,
elements can be grouped to arrangements along seg-
ments of the boundary polygon. For each of them the
optimization problem boils down to computing a se-
quence of elements along a curve, that in total fulfills
a certain minimal length M along the parameter do-
main. In order to employ an efficient algorithm, that
minimizes Equation 1 the fk’s are restricted to be placed
at discrete positions along the curve. The discretization
depends on the specific application (we used discrete
steps of 1 meter in our examples). This allows us to
reformulate the objective function in the following, re-
cursive way:
L[ f1,m f1 ] = O( f1)
L[ fk,m fk ] = O( fk)+min(L[ fk−1,m fk−1 ]+δ ( fk−1, fk))
(2)
We solve this recursive formulation using a graph based
dynamic programming approach adapted from Lefeb-
vre et al. [5]. In our setting we need to incorporate
both, node costs O, i.e. overlapping cost and edge costs
δ , i.e. ‘concatenation costs’ when growing the graph
implicitly. We can terminate the growing in case if the
sequence length m including the current top node of the
queue is m ≥ M. As the graph nodes are managed by
a priority queue sorted by current sequence cost, the
current top f ∗k that satisfies m ≥ M node is part of the
optimal sequence.
This optimal sequence
f ∗k
m∗≥M
= argmin(L[ fk,m fk ]+δ ( f
∗
k−1, fk)) (3)
minimizing Equation 1 can then be found, by tracing
back the optimal predecessors from f ∗k back to the start
of the sequence.
4.2 Iterative Synthesis
While the proposed formulation in Section 4.1 only
guarantees a global optimal solution in case the ini-
tial layout consists of a single arrangement group lo-
cated within the initial domain, we employ a meaning-
ful heuristic in case multiple arrangements groups ex-
ist. Instead of combining and linking them together and
optimize for a globally optimal layout, we have decided
to choose an iterative algorithm, that synthesizes each
arrangement group separately. This has two major rea-
sons: (1) one of our design goals is interactivity, (2)
a global optimization scheme, might affect the perfor-
mance severely. We decided to sort the groups by their
cardinality of the discrete elements assigned to them.
Thus, the synthesis technique starts with the most dom-
inant group located inside the initial layout. In order
original χ(T )
Figure 4: Concept modified guidance map. Left: the
original map. Right: The guidance map is transformed
by applying anisotropic scaling to the individual ele-
ments. Due to this deformation the elements in the
guidance map may overlap partially. This allows for
a less restrictive positioning of the elements in larger
areas.
to avoid overlaps with already synthesized sequences,
we constrain the j− th arrangement group by the pre-
vious k ∈ [ j−1, . . . ,1] that potentially placed elements
(fixed, repeatable) will not penetrate the convex hull of
existing sequences.
4.3 Modified guidance maps
As mentioned above the guidance map P ′ is the re-
sult of applying the map φ to the interior elements of
the initial domain P . Typically, the creation of such
a guidance map is not restricted to a specific deforma-
tion method. It is possible to modify the size of the
discrete elements in advance or apply a deformation
scheme, where weights can be distributed using a sim-
ple brush metaphor e.g Möser et al. [12]. When using
the guidance map P , it might happen that the algo-
rithm presents solutions, that may contain multiple con-
secutive occurrences of discrete elements. This results
from the guidance map, which encourages the algo-
rithm placing elements in regions, where they overlap
with their corresponding distorted instance, is cheaper
than placing them somewhere else. This may result in
visually unappealing repetitions, i.e. the same elements
is repeated multiple times ( Figure 14(a)).
In order to overcome this unappealing side effect we
use a modified version of the guidance map χ(T ).
Instead of applying the map to the initial discrete
elements directly, we apply a scaling operator T to
each Pi before applying the deformation map, thus
χ(T ) : φ(T (Pi)) → P′′i . As a result of this scaling,
the deformed discrete elements now partially overlap
and, therefore, the algorithm is able to temporarily
bypass the original ordering. In our examples we use
anisotropic scaling along the direction of the boundary
segment S j by a factor of 1.5 and apply it to each dis-
crete element present in the corresponding arrangement
group G j. An example for such a modified guidance
map χ(T ) is shown in Figure 4.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to showcase the versatility of our re-targeting
approach, we evaluated our algorithm on a set of chal-
lenging test cases. Our primary application is the re-
targeting of real-world city blocks. We extracted a set of
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Re-targeting of a tightly packed city block.
(a) Deformations (red arrows) applied to the initial do-
main (grey boundary) result in the edited domain (black
boundary), distorted elements (various colors) serve as
guidance map. (b) Re-synthesized block layout.
(a) (b)
Figure 6: (a) Heavy enlargement of a city block. The
applied deformation destroys the noticeable structure of
diamond shaped buildings. (b) Re-synthesized block
layout: the style of the diamond shaped buildings is pre-
served and additional elements are spawned in case of
the heavily enlarged edge.
city blocks from the well-known community mapping
service OpenStreetMap (OSM) [13]. When we speak
of a city block we strictly speak of a simply connected
and piecewise-linear closed boundary labeled as street.
Inside, such a city block a set of polygons is located that
are labeled as buildings in our examples.
Our first experiment, tackles the deformation of tightly
packed city blocks, meaning that buildings and their
2-dimensional footprints are densely placed along the
street segments.
In Figure 5(a) the deformations applied boundary inter-
sections is highlighted by the red arrows. Applying this
deformation to the initial layout results in distortions
heavily shearing the elements and changing their size.
The block re-layout computed by our algorithm (Figure
5(b)), resembles the style of the original block in the
sense, that again a tightly packed layout is computed.
Figure 6 and 7 show different deformations applied to
the same initial city block. Again the red arrows high-
light the applied deformations. In Figure 6 the block
was heavily enlarged, in Figure 7 the blocks was mod-
erately shrunk.
In both cases, the noticeable structure and the orien-
tation of the diamond shaped buildings is preserved.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: A city block moderately shrunk: notice,
that elements get discarded form the layout in case the
boundary regions reduced their size. However, the over-
all layout style is still recognizable.
(a) (b)
Figure 8: Re-synthesis of an undeformed domain. The
original layout (a) is used to guide the algorithm in or-
der to synthesize the novel layout (b) into the unde-
formed domain.
The result further illustrates that if boundary regions
are heavily shrunk or enlarged the algorithm removes
or adds discrete elements.
In Figure 8(b) shows a re-synthesis of the initial layout
of a city block shown in Figure 8(a). Notice, the sim-
ilarity between the initial layout shown in Figure 8(a)
and the synthesized layout Figure 8(b). The algorithm
is not able to reproduce the exact layout, due to the dis-
crete nature of our approach. Figure 9 shows a result,
where the outline of the original city block (Figure 8)
was topologically modified by adding two additional
intersections, leading to strongly visible shearing and
bending of the elements within the guidance map. Us-
ing this guidance map as prior for the layout, our al-
gorithm was able to produce a plausible new layout, al-
though some footprints present in the initial layout were
discarded.
Other, examples demonstrating the strength our method
are sparsely packed city blocks. Figure 10, illustrates
that if empty space is present between buildings (five at
the top street), the algorithm discards first empty space
rather than discarding whole buildings since this would
result in higher layout costs. For the result shown in
Figure 11 we inserted two additional intersections along
the edge with densely packed buildings. Notice that
along the segment, where the split was introduced, the
style (tightly packed footprints) is preserved, and even
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: Topological modification of the city block
outline. Two additional points were inserted and the
resulting outline was modified. (a) Applied transforma-
tions and warped interior of the layout shown in Figure
8 (a). (b) Resulting layout: Our algorithm splits up the
sequences at the newly inserted points. Thus, the unap-
pealing bending of the buildings is avoided.
(a)
(b)
Figure 10: Sparsely packed city block, if edges get
shrunk and empty spaces are available, the algorithm
first discards empty space rather than discarding build-
ings.
the space between the five buildings (top segment) is
preserved in the synthesized result.
Figure 13 presents an additional result, which combines
changing the topology of the boundary and applying a
heavy deformation to the initial domain. Even in this to-
tally distorted domain, plausible building arrangements
are synthesized.
In Figure 12 we present a result, where our approach
was employed to a modeled city block populated with
buildings taken from Trimble Warehouse3d. Please
note, how additional buildings along the enlarged edges
are introduced and even the single tree present in the
original block is replicated.
Finally, Figure 14 illustrates the usage of the modified
guidance map. Notice that when an unmodified guid-
ance map is employed, multiple consecutive repetitions
(a)
(b)
Figure 11: Deformed block after two additional inter-
sections where added to the boundary. It can be noticed,
that the continuous tight building layout is split in two
disjoint sequences, which are still tightly packed. Fur-
ther note the space is preserved between the upper five
buildings.
are present in the result Figure 14(a) and (c). Employ-
ing a simple anisotropic scaling to the individual el-
ements present within the guidance map reduces, the
consecutive repetitions (Figure 14(b) and (d)). Finally,
we want to note that generating the results found inside
the paper took no longer than 0.15s, using a desktop
workstation with Core i7 4930K (3.4 GHz) and 32GB
RAM.
6 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
In the previous section we presented a large set of dif-
ferent re-targeting results. Although, all these results
look plausible, we identified a few limitations that need
to be discussed inhere. In our current implementation
we rely on two conditions found in the input data (1)
the atomic discrete elements blocks can be combined
into larger groups, and (2) the elements are dominantly
arranged along the boundary. Our algorithm is not re-
stricted to element groups located near the boundary. In
principle any group of elements that dominantly follow
a curve can be synthesized with our algorithm. Only a
few modifications need to realized to handle this case.
(1) a method to fit a plausible curve, along the elements
will be synthesized and (2) an additional data term, that
handles, how ‘well’ the elements are oriented to the
curve locally. Even in this case, we could again ex-
ploit the structure of the problem and still have an ef-
ficient algorithm to compute solutions. However, if no
such groups are identifiable, our algorithm will produce
failure cases. Further we may note, that we currently
do not see a promising straightforward extension of our
approach for ‘real’ 2D dimensional domains.
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(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 12: (a) A deformation of a city block populated with detailed modeled buildings. Notice, that in case of
enlargement additional buildings and even trees are inserted. (b) We show the deformation and the guidance map.
(c) Top-view of the resulting layout. (d) The original building block.
(a) (b)
Figure 13: Heavily distorted block with additional intersections added to the boundary (a). Please note, that
even applying such heavy deformations to the initial boundary, the element grouping (consecutive groups of two
buildings) are present in the result (b).
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(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 14: Illustrating the effect of using modified guidance maps. We show additional modifications to the block
introduced in Figure 12. The results shown in (a) and (c) where obtained by simple warping of the guidance map.
In this case multiple consecutive repetitions of the same building are visible. To create the results in (b) and (d),
simple anisotropic scaling (referred to as blurring in Figure 4) was employed. This simple modification already
reduced the number of consecutive repetitions significantly.
In addition, we identified another limitation introduced
by our continuous deformation method acting globally
across the polygon: It happens that even if the bound-
ary edges do not change their length, the layout changes
along these edges, because the underlying guidance
map has changed. This effect, might be avoided by
choosing a different deformation method, that can lo-
cally control the allowed deformation. We plan to in-
vestigate the approach presented by Möser et al. [12]
for further evaluation. Furthermore, we see a promising
set of different interesting research directions. First, we
are interested in finding an efficient way to extend the
algorithm to 2D or even 3D structures. In the 2D case
similar deformations could be employed, however, pre-
senting an at least near optimal solution at interactive
rates, seems to be an important research direction. An
orthogonal direction would be exploring the possibili-
ties to combine the guidance map with existing forward
procedural modelers, in order to guide the construction
of the derivation tree. Finally, we would like to inte-
grate our approach into an interactive data driven urban
modeling framework.
7 CONCLUSION
We presented a simple but efficient way for re-synthesis
of polygonal domains with groups of discrete building
blocks. We employed our method to a large variety of
different of city blocks and showed how the style of
the initial layout can be preserved even under complex
deformations. Our synthesis technique allows for ex-
ploring the layout space of different deformations at in-
teractive rates, thus allowing further integration into an
urban modeling and editing system.
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